
Congleton Museum will be
the new home of 8,000 Roman
coins discovered in Peover six
years ago.

In July 2016, we reported
on an inquest when the coroner
declared the Peover Hoard
a treasure trove and we said
that it was hoped that find
would eventually be housed at
either Liverpool or Congleton
museums.
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Now, thanks to grant support
from the Victoria and Albert
Museum's Purchase Fund, the
Art Fund and Headley Museums
Archaeological Acquisition
Fund it has been able to raise the
f40,000 necessary to acquire the
unique collection - probably
the largest find of Roman
coinage in the North West - for
future display at Congleton.

Linda and Graham llulse, with
Matt Ball, identifying the coins.

It was anticipated that the
hoard and its associated pottery
vessel would be on site at
Congleton by April 2020, where
it would have joined three further
regionally significant Roman
hoards from Knutsford, Malpas
and Poole (Nantwich), enabling
Congleton Museum to display in
one location an almost complete
sequence of locally deposited
Roman coinage from 130BC to
340AD. However, the pandemic
put these plans on hold.
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A fufther grant from Museum
Development North West has
enabled Congleton Museum to
purchase professional expertise
lrom Matt Ball, a roman coinage
expert to lead a study project
titled Rendering unto the
Caesars. aimed at supporting
nluseum staff and a group of
volunteers in developing their
knowledge and understanding of
Roman coins.

This project has generated
considerable national interest
with articles published in the
numismatic Press.

Over at least the next i2
months, volunteers will be
sofiing through the two large
plastic containers of coin
pouches received from the
British Museum in 2020,
classifying them by emperor,
rnint and design before placing
each coin in an archival packet
and assigning it a unique
number. The next stage will be
to photograph both faces of each
accessioned coin and to make
them available to the public via
the website.

A museum spokesperson said:
"The taking of 13,916 images
will, like the accessioning, be a
mammoth task, which will keep
the volunteer team occupied for
a considerable period of time.

"Some of the volunteers will
be working on the coins while
the museum is open and will
be only too pleased to explain
what they are doing. By the end
of this project, we will have a
volunteer team who rvill have
an understanding of Roman
coinage iconography, developed
a detailed descriptive catalogue
for each of the coins, and
facilitated public access to this
fascinating collection."

Elizabeth
The museum also announced

that to coincide with the unveiling
of the statue to Elizabeth
Wolstenholme Elmy, it will be
repeating its successfu I exhibition
of 2018, Elizabeth Wolstenholme
Ehny - A Thoroughly Modern
Woman, an overview of her life
and work.

The exhibition will run
from tomorrow (Friday) until
the Easter weekend, with the
exception of 8th March (the day
of the statue unveiling) when
it will be on loan to Elizabeth's
Group.
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